Abstract: Potential reconstruction can be used to find various analytical asymptotical AdS solutions in Einstein dilation system generally. We have generated two simple solutions without physical singularity called zero temperature solutions. We also proposed a numerical way to obtain black hole solution in Einstein dilaton system with special dilaton potential. By using this method, we obtain the corresponding black hole solutions numerically and investigate the thermal stability of the black hole by comparing the free energy of thermal gas and the corresponding black hole. In two groups of non-conformal gravity solutions obtained in this paper, we find that the two thermal gas solutions are more unstable than black hole solutions respectively. Finally, we consider black hole solutions as a thermal state of zero temperature solutions to check that the first thermal dynamical law exists in entanglement system from holographic point of view.
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Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence [1] [2] [3] [4] is a very important and fundamental relation which connects gravitational theories and quantum field theories. As an application, in [5] Ryu and Takayanagi proposed a general way for calculating the entanglement entropy of boundary field theory through AdS/CFT correspondence. The main point is that the entanglement entropy in the large N (and large 't Hooft coupling) limit in field theory side can be mapped to an area of minimal surface in gravity side. Prescription on computing the holographic entanglement entropy (HEE) has been proved in [6] [7] . There are so many evidences [8] [9] [10] to confirm this proposal within AdS 3 /CF T 2 correspondence. As applications of HEE, there are intensive studies [11] - [26] recently. More recently, in [27] , a free falling particle in an AdS space was used to mimic the holographic dual of local quenches and the HEE has been computed to show the evolution of quantum entanglement. In [28] , an analytical framework for holographic counterpart of global quantum quenches was given. In [29] , the authors studied how a small perturbation of HEE evolves dynamically through solving the Einstein equation in AdS spaces.
In vacuum state the leading divergent term of entanglement entropy(EE) is proportional to the area of the entangling surface (in many models) [30] [31] , which is the original motivation for relating EE with black hole entropy. The EE is also an useful quantity to describe the quantum correlations between the in and out side of a subsystem in QFT. The behavior of EE in low excited states is also important to understand the quantum entanglement nature of the system. This topic has been studied by many authors, for example [32] [33] . The elegant method of HEE could also be used to study the property of EE in low excited states of CFT, which may be related with the background perturbation of the bulk.
In [35] , the authors have studied the low thermal excited state in the holographic view, and furthermore, they find an interesting relation between the variance of energy and EE of the subsystem in low thermal excited states of CFT living on the boundary, which is similar to the first law of thermodynamics, i.e., ∆E = T ef f ∆S, where T ef f , called entanglement temperature, is only related to the shape of the subsystem.
In effective theory of gravity, higher derivative terms will appears as corrections to Einstein-Hilbert action. The HEE formula for Lovelock gravity have been studied in [15] [16] by comparing the logarithm term with the CFT prediction 1 . [23] [36] have also studied the HEE with higher derivative gravity. In [37] , the authors have studied the property of EE with low excitation in these cases from the the holographical point of view. Though general formula of HEE with the bulk theory containing arbitrary higher curvature terms is still an open question to be further studied, one can still hope that the results in [15] [37] will shed light on the quantum corrections to HEE. More recently, some quantum corrections have been studied in [39] [40] .
We would like to extend these studies to non-conformal cases, especially for Einsteindilaton system. The key point of this extension is to find vacuum state and corresponding thermal excitation state. Previously, there were various studies in [41] [42] on gravity solutions in ED system. It is hard to obtain the gravity duals of these two states in these frameworks. Different from the logic of [41] [42], a bottom-up approach known as the potential reconstruction approach [43] [44] is indeed a much easier way to obtain gravity solutions. Using this bottom-up approach, a new Schwarzschild-AdS black hole in five-dimensions coupled to a scalar field was discussed in [43] , while dilatonic black hole solutions with a Gauss-Bonnet term in various dimensions were discussed in [45] . A new class of four dimensional gravity solutions has been found in [46] .
We will review the potential reconstruction approach to obtain general gravity so-1 HEE in this case was also studied in [17] [18] , following the approach of [6] .
-2 -lution in 5D. In [44] , the authors have used this method to construct a semianalytical gravity solution to study some thermodynamical quantities, their results agree with the numerical results from recent studies in lattice QCD. [44] provided an excellent example of constructing a holographic model using the potential reconstruction approach. Motivated from finding the vacuum state and thermal excitation state, we would like to construct two gravity solutions or phases in the same ED system. It is valuable to study the thermal excitation properties of this system. In this paper, we will list two analytical zero temperature solutions to show the details of this approach.
In this paper, we would like try to obtain two black hole solutions which correspond to these two zero temperature solutions, respectively. To find the gravity solutions in Einstein dilation system with special dilation potential is the hard core. We here propose a systematical way to obtain the numerical gravity solutions. To give the details, we take two black hole solutions obtained in this paper as examples. Furthermore, we have studied the free energy of these solutions and find that the thermal gas solutions are thermal dynamically unstable. By following the logic line proposed by [35] , we consider black hole solution as the thermal excitation of corresponding zero temperature solution and we would like study a novel quantity called entanglement temperature. With this entanglement temperature, there exists the first-law-like relation that are proposed in [35] then.
The organization of the paper is as follows: in section 2, we briefly review the potential reconstruction approach to the Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton system by generalizing the discussion in [47] to the case with a coupling between dilaton field and Maxwell field. We also follow this approach to generate domain wall solutions. In section 3, we discuss the generic black hole solution with asymptotical AdS boundary in Einstein dilaton system, and in particular present two new analytic zero temperature solutions which will be used later. In this section, we also proposed a numerical way to obtain the black hole solutions in ED system. We list two groups of gravity solutions. In each group, the one is zero temperature solution and the other is corresponding black hole solution. In section 4, we calculate the difference of free energy of thermal gas and the corresponding black hole solutions generally. Here these thermal gas solutions are obtained from Wick rotation in time direction in zero temperature solutions. We take two groups of thermal gas and Euclidean version of black hole solutions as examples to show that the thermal gas solutions are unstable. In section 5, as an application of these solutions from AdS/CFT point of view, we study the novel quantity called entanglement temperature in these cases and we consistently check that the thermodynamical first law like exists in our cases. Section 6 is devoted to conclusions and discussions. We put some details of the computations in this paper in the Appendix A. In appendix B, we list 6 new gravity solutions generated by potential reconstruction in ED system.
Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton system
In this section, we just review how to use the potential reconstruction approach [44, [47] [48] [49] to obtain solutions to a 5D Einstein-Dilaton (ED) system and Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton -3 -(EMD) system. In [47] , the authors have not considered the coupling between gauge field and dilaton field in Einstein frame. Here we take the coupling into consideration to start with a more general version
where the action (2.1) is written in string frame,
In Einstein frame, we can write the action as [49] 
where
3 . The metrics in both frames are connected by the scaling transformation g
3)
The Einstein equations from the action (2.2) read
Rg µν is Einstein tensor. When we turn off the gauge field, the EDM system will be reduce to ED system given in appendix A. We here consider the ansatz A = A 0 (z)dt, φ = φ(z) for matter fields and 5) for the metric in string frame, where L is the radius of AdS 5 space and A s is the warped factor, a function of coordinate z. In Einstein frame the metric reads 6) with A e = A s − 2φ/3. In the metric (2.6), the (t, t), (z, z) and (x 1 , x 1 ) components of Einstein equations are respectively
z 2 , and A 0 (z) is electrical potential of Maxwell field. From those three equations one can obtain following two equations which do not contain the dilaton potential
Eq.(2.8) is the starting point to find exact solutions of the system. Note that Eq.(2.8) in the EMD system is the same as the one in the Einstein-dilaton system considered in [44] [48] and the last term in Eq.(2.9) is an additional contribution related to electrical field. In addition, the EOM of the dilaton field is given as following
The EOM of the Maxwell field is given as
From equations of motion, we can obtain a general solution to the system with given A s (z), which takes the following form Z(φ(y)) dy , (2.13)
14) 15) where the φ 0 , A 00 , A 01 , f 0 , f 1 are all integration constants and can be determined by suitable UV and IR boundary conditions. Specially for Z(φ) = 1, the general solution reduces to the one given in [47] . Thus we have reviewed a generic formalism [50] to generate exact solutions of the EMD system with a given A s (z).
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Potential reconstruction in domain wall ansatz
By using of potential reconstruction approach, one can generate gravity solution as he/she wants. In this subsection, we do not repeat the details and just list the results. Our starting point is the following Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton action in d + 1 spacetime dimensions:
16)
This action describes the dynamics of a U (1) gauge field A µ (with field strength F = dA) and a real scalar field φ coupled to Einstein gravity. The boundary term I GH is the standard Gibbons-Hawking term needed to make the variational problem well-defined. As such this action describes the grand canonical ensemble. Since we are interested in solutions with finite temperature and chemical potential and we set following domain wall ansatz 18) where the AdS radius has been set to one. In this frame the second order equations of motion reduce to the following set of differential equations
Here the dot stands for derivative with respect to u. We can extend the logic of potential reconstruction to this general case with domain wall ansatz. The general solutions are as follows 
Here a, b, c, d are integral constants which can be determined by boundary conditions. One can set a = b = c = d = 0 to reproduce the pure AdS 5 solution. This example is used to show this method is convenient to generate the gravity solution effectively.
General asymptotical AdS black hole solutions
In this part, we will review the general asymptotical AdS black hole solutions given in [50] .
Since we are only interested in the black hole solutions with asymptotic AdS boundary, [50] impose the boundary condition f (0) = 1 at the AdS boundary z = 0, and require φ(z), f (z), A 0 (z) to be regular at black hole horizon z h and AdS boundary z = 0. There is an additional condition A 0 (z h ) = 0, which corresponds to the physical requirement that
[50] expressed the function f (z) in eq.(2.14) as
One can expand the gauge field near the AdS boundary to relate the two integration constants to chemical potential and charge density
with A 00 = µ, (3.4)
The temperature of the black hole can be determined through the function f (z) in (3.1) as
Following the standard Bekenstein-Hawking entropy formula, from the geometry given in eq. (2.6), we obtain the black hole entropy density S, which is obtained using the area A area of the horizon
where V 3 is the volume of the black hole spatial directions spanned by coordinates x i in (2.6). For this paper, we do not consider the effects of the U (1) gauge field. In the remain part, we will focus on the ED system. We will propose an algorithm to obtain the black hole solution in ED system numerically. The algorithm is different from the potential construction approach shown in eq. (2.12)-eq. (2.15). Here we just review the previous results and obtain two zero temperature solutions in different ED systems. It is just technical trick to obtain zero temperature solutions. In the following subsection, we will focus on how to obtain the corresponding black hole solution numerically with respect to special zero temperature solutions in ED system.
The first analytical solution
In this subsection, we list an analytical solution of the Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton system by using Eq.(2.12-2.15) with Z(φ) = 1. We impose the constrain f (0) = 1, and require φ(z), f (z) to be regular at z = 0, and z h . We give the solution in Einstein frame
,
where z 0 is an integration constant and V 11 , V 12 are two constants from the dilaton potential
Note that V 11 can be parameterized by black hole horizon z h . The two integration constants V 11 and V 12 then can be expressed in terms of horizon z h as
In this solution, we can just only consider the degenerate case with V 11 = 0, V 12 = 0, µ 1 = 0. The explicit form for the degenerate case called the first zero temperature solution is
In the last step we have set z 0 = 2 3 p 1 which is helpful for following analysis.
The corresponding black hole solution
In this subsection, we would like to find the black hole solution with the same potential as the previous subsection in ED system. Firstly, the UV behavior of the black hole should be asymptotical AdS and there is a horizon in the IR region which is parameterized by z h . We find an algorithm to find the numerical solution consistently. In order to show how the algorithm work, we list all the details in appendix. Roughly speaking, we try to expand in power series all unknown function as positive powers of z and try to fix all the coefficients numerically. In the UV region, the black hole can be solved as follows from coupled equations of motion with the potential Eq. (3.12)
One can see the black hole solution in the UV region can be expressed in series of powers of z. In principle, one can obtain more higher powers of z to get the full expression of black hole background. Unfortunately, we can not obtain complete form of the black hole solution. The main reason is that we do not find simple recurrence relation among the coefficients of each power of z. It is easy to see that the black hole solution with asymptotical AdS can be controlled by three integral constants p 1 , p 3 , f 41 . p 1 is free parameter and p 3 , f 41 are determined by boundary condition in IR region. Here we choose parameters p 1 , p 3 , f 41 to show one black hole solution numerically. Here p 3 , f 41 are not independent and they are related to the horizon position z h such that f b1 (z h ) = 0. In appendix A, we will show the details how to find z h . The numerical relation between p 3 (z h ) and f 41 (z h ) has been shown in Fig. 1 . Here we have fixed p 1 = 1.5GeV all over the paper. The four parameters for these curves are taken values as following {T = 0,
To get a smooth function numerically, p 3 have very high-precision and we replace the more additional number with "..." for short.
The second analytical solution
The second exact solution with ansatz Here we have fixed p 1 = 1.5GeV all over the paper. The four parameters for these curves are taken values as following {T = 0,
To get a smooth function numerically, p 3 have very high-precision and we replace the more additional number with "..." for short. 
where z 0 , µ 2 , and ρ 2 are integration constants and V 21 is a constant from the dilaton potential and g g is gauge coupling. The dilaton potential is given as
This solution is also a generalization of the one given in [44] .
Here we turn off the U (1) gauge field and the second solution can be reduced to the following
Which is so called the second zero temperature solution. In the last step we have set
which is helpful for following analysis.
The corresponding black hole solution
In this subsection, we would like to find the black hole solution with same potential in Einstein dilation system. As before, the UV behavior of the black hole should be asymptotical AdS and there is a horizon in the IR region which is parameterized by z h . The series expansion of solution near UV region is: , f 42 correspond to thermal excitation of zero temperature solution and one also have seen this phenomenon in the first group of solution. In the next section, we will calculate the difference of free energy between the Euclidean black hole and thermal gas obtained by Euclidean zero temperature solution to prove thermal gas is more unstable than black hole. In this case, turning on small value of f 42 correspond the thermal excitation from zero temperature solution. Simultaneously, f 42 increases from zero to small positive value corresponds that decreasing p 7 2 from zero to small negative number. That is to say the black hole solution can be degenerated to zero temperature solution continuously with setting f 42 all over the paper, and the four curves' parameters is as have very high-precision and we replace the more additional number with "..." for short.
-15 - have very high-precision and we replace the more additional number with "..." for short.
Energy momentum tensor and free energy
In this section, we would like to study the stability of thermal gas solutions and Euclidean black hole solutions by comparing the free energy. Here we should stress that thermal gas solution is obtained by Euclidean version of zero temperature solution as mentioned previously [55] . To obtain reasonable energy momentum tensor on the boundary, one should introduce the suitable counter terms. For later use, we just focus on these two groups of thermal gas solutions and black hole solutions. One will see these two groups of solutions capture different characters of UV behaviors. These characters will lead to different behaviors of entanglement temperature which will be studied in the next section.
Energy momentum tensor
In this subsection, we would like to introduce the counter terms to cancel the divergent of the action and make the energy momentum tensor of dual field theory well defined. In our cases, one can find that we have to introduce φ 2 , φ 4 , φ 6 terms to cancel the divergences. For φ 2 term, it is introduced as standard AdS/CFT dictionary to make the energy momentum tensor of dual field theory be well defined. These additional terms related to φ 4 , φ 6 will be helpful to give to well defined boundary energy momentum tensor for the second black hole solution. The total action now becomes
-16 -with λ 2 , λ 4 , λ 6 are coefficients of count terms φ 2 , φ 4 , φ 6 introduced here. These coefficients can be fixed by canceling the divergences of boundary momentum tensor. Here K ij and K are respectively the extrinsic curvature and its trace of the boundary ∂M , γ ij is the induced metric on the boundary ∂M . These quantities are defined as follows
2)
where γ µν denotes the induced metric, n µ stands for the normal direction to the boundary surface ∂M as well as D λ stands for covariant derivative.
In the asymptotical AdS space, the boundary surface locates at z = 0 surface, and usually one has to regularized it to a finite z = ǫ surface. So we have the normalized normal vector n µ = δ µ z √ gzz . The first term of the last line in (4.1) is Gibbons-Hawking term S GH and the remain terms are related to counter terms S count related to cosmological constant and dilaton field.
To regulate the theory, we restrict to the region z ≥ ǫ and the surface term is evaluated at z = ǫ. The induced metric is γ ij =L 2 ǫ 2 g ij (x, ǫ), where the leading term of expansion of g ij (x, ǫ) with respect to ǫ is the flat metric g ij (0) . Then the one point function of stress-energy tensor of the dual CFT is given by [51] [52]
The finite part of boundary energy-stress tensor is from the O(ǫ 2 ) of the Brown-York tensor T BY ij on the boundary z = ǫ, with
In the first black solution, the coefficients of count terms can be following
Directly evaluate (4.7) using (4.6), we get
One can see we can only introduce the φ 2 term to cancel the action to make the boundary energy momentum tensor be well defined. These higher powers of φ, such as φ 4 , φ 6 terms, are not necessary to be included.
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The tt component of energy tensor on the UV boundary of the second black hole solution
To obtain the well defined boundary energy momentum tensor, it is necessary to introduce φ 2 , φ 4 , φ 6 terms. The coefficients of these terms can be determined by canceling the divergences of boundary energy momentum tensor. In this case, one should introduce the additional term φ 4 , φ 6 terms to obtain the finite boundary momentum tensor. This aspect is different from the previous case. Here we list the coefficients of related counter terms
In terms of the results, one can introduce more powers of φ terms as a strategy to cancel the divergences of boundary energy momentum tensor for more general Einstein dilaton system. Here we just only take two groups of solutions as examples to show how to obtain the finite energy momentum tensor on the boundary.
The difference of free energy
In this subsection, we would like to study the difference of free energy between thermal gas and Euclidean black hole 2 . In terms of total Euclidean action given in (4.1), we can obtain on-shell action for black hole as following
, the period of Euclidean time β = 1 T and volume of space V 3 . Here S BHcount is given by (4.1) with insertion of thermal gas solution and ǫ is the regularized point. Here we also used eqs.(A.5) and (A.24) to obtain (4.12). Due to that φ b satisfies the asymptotical AdS boundary condition, S BHcount = 0. Hence it is not necessary to consider the contribution from S BHcount .
In term of (4.12), one replace A eb , f b with A et , f t to calculate the free energy of thermal gas which is only dependent on UV behavior of conformal factor b et (z) in the following way Figure 9 . The difference of free energy of black hole and thermal gas in the first group solution.
Here we choose the parameter p 1 = 1.5GeV. T and volume of spaceṼ 3 . Where S TGcount is given by (4.1) with insertion of thermal gas solution. We have checked that for thermal gas solution, the integral of the Einstein-Hilbert action extends on the region (0, z IR ), where z IR is the IR cutoff and the IR contribution vanishes whenever 6b
For these two thermal gas solutions, the IR contribution vanishes as z → z IR . Due to the fact that φ t satisfy with the asymptotical AdS boundary condition, S TGcount = 0. Here it is not necessary to consider the contribution from S TGcount .
In order to compare the free energy between black hole and thermal gas, we should match the following conditions [55] 
Here ǫ,ǫ are different UV cutoff in black hole and thermal gas solution respectively. One should match φ th (ǫ) = φ b (ǫ) to obtain the relationship between ǫ andǫ. In terms of the -19 -relationship, one can obtain the difference of on shell action between thermal gas and black hole
One can see the formula (4.15) 3 is consistent with on shell action [47] in EDM system with U (1) gauge field turned off. The difference of free energy β∆F = S BH-TG between thermal gas and black hole are always negative as shown in Fig. 9 and 10 which correspond to the first and second group of solutions respectively. Here the ∆F denotes the difference of free energies between them. In Fig. 9 and 10, we just set parameters to show the difference of free energy between black hole and thermal gas. As we can see in Fig. 9 and 10, the black hole solutions will go back to thermal gas solution when the temperature decreases to zero. In the whole region T ≥ 0, black holes solutions are favored in these two groups of solutions. Here one should note that these thermal gas solutions are obtained by compactifying the time direction into a circle without considering back reaction of equation of state of thermal gas. Therefore, black hole phases is more stable than thermal gas phases in these two groups of gravity solutions as shown in Fig. 9 and 10 in this level. We also wound like to mention that in Fig. 9 and 10, ∆F is always negative although its absolute value is very small when T is not large enough.
Entanglement temperature
As applications of these solutions from AdS/CFT point of view, we consider the novel quantity called entanglement temperature in non-conformal cases [21] [53] [54] for our solutions. It is highly nontrivial to consider the dynamical entanglement temperature. Now we have generated two zero temperature solutions and the corresponding black hole solutions. Previous studies in above sections have shown that the black hole solutions can go back to zero temperature solutions. In this sense, that is to say black hole solutions are thermal states of zero temperature solutions in our cases. It is necessary to check whether there exists the first law of thermodynamics for EE in this system.
Variation of entanglement entropy in strip case
In this subsection, we consider the subsystem with a stripe profile which is defined by −
2 where R 0 , as a cutoff, is the lengthes of x 2 , x 3 direction. Then the induced metric h µν of the bulk surface after perturbation (or thermal excitation) in the Einstein frame is
1)
3 Here we use the Euclidean action to calculate the difference of free energy. Our results is consistent with [55] .
-20 -where x is a function of z, x = x(z) and the prime stands for the derivative with respect to z in this subsection. We get the following volume of the submanifold which can thought as an action
By minimizing the functional (5.2) to obtain the classical configuration, we get the following equation of motion
The solution is
where z 0 is the maximal value of z on the surface in the bulk, which is also called the turning point. Here the turning point is defined by x ′ | z=z 0 = ∞ and the boundary conditions give x| z=0 = ±L s /2. We only care about the case that the size L s of subsystem satisfies L s ≪ R 0 which means z 0 ≪ R 0 . We have checked that L s (z 0 ) is monotonic function of z 0 numerically. And one can show that z 0 ≪ R 0 is equivalent to L s ≪ R 0 . Under this approximation, eq. (5.4) can be expressed by following simple form.
where f (z) = f b,th correspond to configuration of black hole and zero temperature solution respectively. We have expanded the integrand in (5.4) in power series of z 0 and performed the integration to obtain the L s (z 0 ) in case of z 0 ≪ R 0 . The entanglement entropy in zero temperature solution is
The entanglement entropy S b in black hole can be obtained by replace A eth , φ th , f th with A eb , φ b , f b . Here S th , S b have not been regularized. If one is only interested in the variation of entanglement entropy, one can find that the two integrands in S th , S b have the same behavior near z ∼ 0.
-21 -Now we introduce the counter terms for S th to resolve the divergent of integrand at t = 0,
Where the final term comes from compensation to deal with divergent. Combining (5.6) and (5.7) will lead to S reg th = S th − S thEEcout with putting the geometrical functions A et = A etn , f t = f tn , φ t = φ tn with n = 1, 2. 4 In term of (5.6) In the following part, we consider the black hole as low thermal excitation of zero temperature solution and calculate the difference of entanglement entropy between them approximately.
Entanglement temperature in strip case
[35] has proposed a universal relation between the variance of the energy and the entanglement entropy for a small subsystem on the boundary theory. The universal relation induce a novel concept called entanglement temperature. The t − t component of the energy-stress tensor [51] [52] corresponds to the energy density (4.9) and (4.10) in first and second black hole solution respectively. For the finite stripe, the variance of entanglement entropy (5.8) in the subsystem of the first group of gravity solutions is
Where p t1 = p b1 = p 1 , f t41 = 0, p 3 = 0 and f b41 = f 41 , p b3 = p 3 5 . On the other hand, the increased amount of energy in the subsystem with strip configuration is given by
Where T b1 tt and T t1 tt stand for the tt component of boundary energy momentum tensor in black hole and zero temperature in first group solutions respectively. For the exact formula about T tt , we refer to eq. (4.9). For p 1 = 0, the first zero temperature solution and the first black hole solution will go back to the case [35] and the variation of entanglement entropy 6 and boundary energy momentum tensor also reproduce boundary momentum tensor given in [35] .
The entanglement temperature in the first black hole is
( 5.11) One can find that the
. Here R 0 is considered as the character length of the subsystem on the boundary. In terms of the dimensional analysis, one can see the coefficient highly depends on the geometry and shape of strip. In the first group of solutions, we fix the p 1 = 1.5GeV for convenience to study the entanglement temperature without loss of generality. From our numerical study, f 41 , p 3 are not independent and they are fixed by horizon condition f (z h ) = 0. In this sense, f 41 , p 3 are functions of the position of black hole horizon z h or black hole temperature. In our cases, we just only turn on small f 41 or p 3 to control the temperature shown in Fig. 11 . The temperature T = f b1 (z) ′ 4π | z=z h increases with f 41 and p 3 decreases simultaneously in the first black hole solution. The temperature goes from zero to small positive value which corresponds to that f 41 increases from zero to small positive value. At the same time, the behavior of p 3 decreases from zero to negative value monotonically. In terms of (5.11), both of the nominator and denominator in (5.11) are all positive 7 and the entanglement temperature are positive which is consistent with thermodynamical first law like proposed by [35] .
For the finite stripe, the variance of entanglement entropy (5.8) in the subsystem of the second background is
(5.12)
8 . The increased amount 6 The variation of entanglement entropy (5.9)(5.12) is consistent with [35] up to normalization factor in p1 = p 1 2 = 0 cases. 7 We have checked this statement for p1 ≥ 0 numerically. It is hard to prove it analytically due to the relation between f41 and p3 controlled by black hole horizon at this stage. of energy in the subsystem with strip configuration is given by
Where T b2 tt and T t2 tt stand for the tt component of boundary energy momentum tensor in black hole and zero temperature solution in second group solutions respectively. The exact formula about T tt is given in eq. (4.10). For p 1 2 = 0, the second zero temperature solution will go back to case [35] and the variation of entanglement entropy and boundary energy momentum tensor are also consistent with boundary momentum tensor given in [35] .
The entanglement temperature in the second black hole is
One can also find that the
In the second group of solutions, we fix the p 1 2 = 1GeV for convenience to study the entanglement temperature without losing generality. From our numerical study, f 42 , p 7 2 are not independent and they are fixed by horizon condition f b1 (z h ) = 0. In this sense, f 42 , p 7 2 are functions of the position of black hole horizon z h or black hole temperature. In our cases, we turn on small f 42 or p 7 2 to control the temperature shown in figures [12] . The black hole temperature T = f b2 (z) ′ 4π | z=z h increases with f 42 and p 7 2 decreases simultaneously in the second black hole solution. The temperature goes from zero to small positive value which corresponds to that f 42 increases from zero to small positive value. At the same time, the behavior of p 7 monotonically. In terms of (5.14), the nominator and denominator of (5.14) are all positive 9 and the entanglement temperature are positive which is the same as previous case. One can see that the entanglement temperatures (5.11) (5.14) denote the first law relation of thermodynamics for EE in these two non-conformal cases from holographic perspective. One can note that entanglement temperature (5.11)(5.14) can reproduce that given in [35] respectively. In the first group of solutions, the parameter p 3 is related to condensation of the dimension 3 operator O 3 10 which holographically dual to scalar φ b1 at special temperature. The exact relation can be read out from asymptotic expansion of holographic coordinate z near UV region from (3.13) in terms of holography dictionary. In this case, the temperature is determined by the f 41 with fixing non-vanishing source p 1 . In the second group of solutions, due to the bulk mass of φ b2 , . From (3.22), one can easily read out the relation between the source and condensation of corresponding operator in the same way. Here we still have no idea about exact physical meaning of these operators partly due to that we take a bottom-up approach. One should note that there should be two ways quantize φ b1,b2 by imposing Dirichlet or Neumann conditions at the aAdS boundary, which are often called standard and alternative quantization respectively, and lead to two different QFTs. The analogy analysis can be done in the same way and we do not repeat here. Therefore, non-conformal entanglement temperatures do not only depend on geometric data of the subsystem but also data of gauge theory living on the boundary. 9 We also have checked this statement for p 1 2 ≥ 0 numerically. 10 In terms of holographic dictionary ∆± = 1 2
= −3 and O3 = -25 -
Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, motivated by studying the dynamics of entanglement entropy from Einstein equation in ED system, we make use of novel technology called potential reconstruction approach to generate general gravity solutions in EDM system and we further study the entanglement temperature with Maxwell field turned off. The potential reconstruction provides an easy way to investigate novel quantities such as entanglement temperature in complicated non-conformal system from holographical point of view.
Firstly, we generate various gravity solutions within this approach and one can find that the scalar potential appeared in total action depends not only on configurations of fields but also on integral constants, such as f 41 , f 42 which are related to temperature. This is an effective method to obtain gravity solutions. For simplify our analysis, we fix the scalar potential to be independent of any other parameters except cosmological constant. Through some guess works, one can obtain some zero temperature solutions as we show in section 3. In order to study entanglement temperature, one should turn on thermal excitation of zero temperature solution which corresponds to the black hole solution in this paper. There is strong constrains that the black hole solution can go back to zero temperature solution continuously by tuning some temperature parameters f bn . Therefore, to find black hole solution in fixed scalar potential is not an easy job here. Here we proposed a numerical way to find corresponding black hole solution to avoid the parameters dependence of dilaton potential.
Secondly, in order to study the stability of the thermal gas solution and Euclidean black hole solution, we also compute the free energy of them through introducing finite powers of φ terms as counter terms. In these two groups of solutions, the difference of free energy between thermal gas and black hole shows that thermal gas solution is more unstable than the corresponding black hole solution. In this sense, we consider the black hole solution as an stable thermal excitation of zero temperature solution. The entanglement entropy is a candidate for entropy in non-equilibrium physics. It is important to study the fundamental properties of entanglement entropy in order to understand non-equilibrium physics. In this paper, we have tuned some numerical parameter which is dual to black hole temperature to excite zero temperature solution. After the thermal excitation, we also study the holographic entanglement temperature and check that the first law of thermodynamics for HEE also exists in these two groups of solutions dynamically. This study lead us to understanding of non-equilibrium physics as well.
In the future, we would like to study the entanglement temperature and entanglement density in EDM system. Furthermore, it is also worth to try and check whether the first and second laws for HEE are correct in theories dual to gravity coupled with more general matter fields and/or with quantum corrections included [40] . Finally, the authors of [44] [48] [47] [50] have used potential construction approach to generate some gravity solutions analytically. We can also make use of our numerical methods to obtain other phases. It is possible to study the properties of these phases. In appendix B, we list various asymptotical AdS 5 solutions and some of them are good places to study gauge/gravity correspondence in the bottom-up approach.
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Inserting this equation to Eq.(A.1), we get the on-shell action as
Then we would like to find the black hole solution in such ED system numerically. With taking the 4D symmetry and the asymptotically AdS condition into account, the metric ansatz would be taken as
With this ansatz, the geometric quantities can be calculated as
We assume that all the quantities depend on the holographic direction z only. Then the nontrivial component of Eq.(A.2) are only tt zz ii components. Together with Eq. (A.3) , there're 4 non-trivial equations
These equations can be written as,
Then, we can further rearrange these equations as follows
So the simplified equations of motion are,
One should note that these four equations are not independent. .30) and if the initial condition guarantees that Eq.(A.24) is satisfied at a certain z, Eq. (A.24) would be satisfied for all z. So the four equations are not independent. We would only use Eq.(A.22)(A.23)(A.25) in the numeric process, and guarantee that Eq.(A.24) using the initial condition. Finally, there are total five integral constants which should be fixed. These five constants will be fixed later.
A.1 The first numerical black hole solution
We take
, the first analytic solution can be generated by potential reconstruction approach
Then we try to find a asymptotic AdS black hole solution numerically. In order to show this algorithm to obtain numerical solution, we assume the expansion of φ(z) as
The power order of z can be determine ∆ = 1(or equivalently ∆ = 3) from the mass term in V (φ). We use series expansion of unknown functions as follows
One should note these power orders of z for each unknown function should be consistent with Einstein equations. The other parameters p n , a n , f n 11 can be determined by equations of motion. Here f b1 (0) is set to be one to satisfy the asymptotical AdS boundary.
In terms of the equation of motion, the series expansion can be determined in terms of coefficients p 3 , f 41 which can be considered as the integral constants of these differential equations. In some sense, these coefficients p 1 , p 3 , f 41 stand for IR boundary conditions. The results are as following, with the even powers of φ b1 (z) and odd powers of A eb1 (z), f b1 (z) being always vanishing,
Without loss of generality, we would fix
GeV as a setting of the energy scale in all the calculations. In order to get a black hole solution, we would try to get a solution with a pole in f b1 (z). f b1 (z) should decrease monotonously from the initial value f b1 (z = 0) = 1 to f b1 (z h ) = 0. Where z h denotes the event horizon of the black hole. Re-writing eq.(A.25) in terms of A eb1 , it becomes
and due to f b1 (z h ) = 0, z h would be a singular point of the equation. To resolve this issue, the solution should satisfy that −8f
(φ) = 0 at z = z h and this condition would impose a constrain on the acceptable value of the two integral constants p 3 , f 41 with p 1 fixed, i.e. if we take a certain f 41 , only a certain value of p 3 = p 3 (f 41 ) can create a black hole solution. Varying f 41 would be related to varying the temperature of the black hole. 11 One should note that f4 = f41 in this case.
-30 -To show how the above procedure works explicitly, we take f 41 = 0.75 as an example. For further convenience, we define a Test(z) function
The shooting method can find the exact z h , such that f b1 (z h ) = Test(z h ) = 0. Here we will fix p 1 = 3/2, f 41 = 0.75 to show how to find z h in Fig. 13(a)(b) .
We choose p 3 = −0.1, and insert this three integral constants into Eqs. (A.35)(A.36)(A.37). Then we fix the p 1 = 3 2 to find the exact relation between p 3 and f 41 . The relation can be fixed by IR boundary condition f b (z h ) = 0 and Test(z h ) = 0 simultaneously. Here we can use shoot method to find the exact z h and then p 3 , f 41 can be determined finally. In Fig. 13 , we just tune p 3 with f 41 fixed to try to find the exact z h numerically. Recall that z h satisfies f b (z h ) = 0 and Test(z h ) = 0. That is to say p 3 and f 41 are not independent and there are relations among them and z h . This is very important in studying entanglement temperature. Fig. 13 shows that how to find z h and p 3 with f 41 fixed. In Fig. 13(a) , one can vary p 3 with f 41 fixed and find that the blue solid line and the blue dashed line cross the same point in x axis which means horizon has been found. In Fig. 13(b) , we just show Test(z) explicitly to confirm that there is one z h such that Test(z h ) = f b1 (z h ) = 0 for each p 3 .
To closed this section, we should summarize the algorithm. Firstly, one should figure out the series expansion of unknown function φ b1 (z), A Et1 (z), f b1 (z) with asymptotical AdS boundary condition. Here asymptotical AdS boundary condition can fix 2 integral constants. Secondly, one can find three integral constants determined by IR boundary conditions and Test(z). Finally, finding the horizon position and one of integral constants with shooting method will fix the final two integral constants. After these three steps, all integral constants can be fixed numerically and one can put them into the Einstein equations to produce numerical black hole solution in this system.
A.2 The second numerical black hole solution
Following the arithmetic given in subsection A.1, we would like to find the second numerical black hole with potential
. Here one should note that the powers order of z is not integer anymore, since they are constrained by Einstein equation. Here we do not repeat numerical analysis procedure as in the previous section. 12 We just choose various parameters to obtain the corresponding black hole solution in the same way. Here we follow the same steps to find the exact z h shown in Fig. 14. In Fig. 14 with fixing f 42 and find that the blue solid line and the blue dashed line cross the same point in x axis which means z h has been found. Here the blue solid line and the blue dashed line stands for Test(z) and f b2 (z) respectively. Where Test(z) defined by (A.42) with replacing subscript index b1 with b2. In Fig. 14(b) , we just show Test(z) explicitly to confirm that there is one z h such that Test(z h ) = f b2 (z h ) = 0 for each p 7
2
. Once z h is fixed with given p 1 2 , the black hole solution can be obtained numerically. 12 If reader would like to repeat the above analysis mentioned in (A.1), you can only replace all the subscript index b1 of these functions with b2.
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B Other Analytic Solutions
In this subsection, we would like to list other analytic solutions generated by potential reconstruction approach in this paper. At this stage, we have not studied related properties of these solutions. It is interesting to study these solutions with asymptotical AdS boundary condition from holographical point of view in the future. Here we just only list other 4 Where µ 6 , f 46 are integral constants and L stands for asymptotical AdS radius. In this case, one can deform this solution by turning the parameter α which is useful to build up some asymptotical AdS background.
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To close this subsection, we would like to add the following comments. One can use potential reconstruction approach to generate various gravity background in conformal ansatz and domain wall ansatz. One should note from the solutions given above that the geometric parameters contribute to dilaton potential V E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6 . Changing these parameters in the potential V En with n = 1, ..., 6 means that the theory is changed. In other words, different values of the parameters f 4n , µ n in V En correspond to different gravity theories. In some gravity solutions [44] [49] reconstructed by this method, it seems inevitable that these different theories can be connected by the same form of action with different values of parameters in V En . The different values of parameters corresponds to different configuration of bulk field and different potential, therefore, these theory are not equivalent to each other any more. Once one constructs gravity background, for the stability of the system, one should confirm the potential V E1 , V E2 , V E3 , V E4 , V E5 , V E6 and A e1,e2,e3,e4,e5,e6 (z), f 1,2,3,4,5,6 (z), φ 1,2,3,4,5,6 (z) should satisfy the constrains from other perspectives, e.g., Breitenlohner-Freedman bound of scalar field near AdS boundary [56] [57] , that the total action is finite, well-defined boundary conditions of the system and so on. Generally speaking, the method is efficient and effective and using the approach needs ones to do something more to make the solution self-consistently. In order to avoid arbitrary dilaton potential generated by potential reconstruction, we arrange a systematic method to obtain zero temperature solution and the corresponding numerical black hole solution with the same dilation potential in ED system. By following the logic present in this paper, one can produce nontrivial thermal gas solutions and obtain the black hole solutions numerically. This approach is not the one from first principle (i. e. top-down) but an effective and efficient way which shed light on study of gauge/gravity duality.
